Association for Student Conduct Administration
Proposed Bylaw Changes Summary: 2019

Preamble
- Pg. 1: Propose grammatical changes only—removal of passive voice

Article I- Name
No proposed changes.

Article II- Mission and Core Values
Section A: Mission
- No proposed changes.
Section B. Core Values
- Pg. 1: Propose changing term “Diversity and Inclusion” to “Equity and Inclusion”
- Pg. 1: Propose changing term “cultural competencies” to “cultural humility”

Article III- Membership
Section A: Membership
- Pg. 2: Propose addition of sentence consistent with Operating Policies and Procedures allowing the Board of Directors and Executive Director to determine membership rates and discounts.
- Pg. 2: Propose changing number of membership categories from eight to four (further outlined in following section)
Section B: Membership Categories
- Pg. 2: Propose redefining professional membership to include any person with responsibility for student conduct, either individual or institutional
- Pg. 2: Propose redefining terms of student membership to allow students to vote, but not hold elected office.
- Pg. 3: Propose redefining terms of honorary membership to remove voting privileges.
- Pg. 3: Propose removal of campus colleague membership category
- Pg. 3: Propose removal of business partner membership category
- Pg. 3: Propose removal of organizational affiliate membership category
- Pg. 3: Propose removal of institutional membership category (to be offered via professional institutional membership above)
Section C: Removal
- Pg. 3: Propose addition of removal section to enumerate the board’s authority to remove a member as outlined in the Operating Policies & Procedures
Article IV- Dues

Section A: Dues Structure
- No proposed changes

Section B: Non-Payment of Dues
- Pg. 4: Propose grammatical changes only—cleans up language

Section C: Distribution of Association Funds
- Pg.4: Propose removal of ASCA Treasurer

Section D: Dissolution of the Association Assets
- Pg.4: Propose change of “Court of Common Plea” to “appropriate venue”

Article V- Elected Officer and Board of Directors

Section A: Qualifications
- Pg. 4: Propose that only persons in the professional membership category may run for elected office and they must be eligible per the Operating Policies and Procedures and Conflict of Interest Policy.

Section B: Elections
- Pg. 4: Propose moving this clause up from its previous location within Article VI.
- Pg. 4: Propose removal of language regarding good standing and working at an institution of higher education per above amendments

Section C: Composition
- Pg. 5: Propose removal of the Secretary position
- Pg. 5: Propose elevating current position of Director of Diversity and Inclusion to the Executive Committee and retitle Director of Equity and Inclusion
- Pg. 5: Propose removal of specific institution-type designations for Directors and rename “At-Large.”

Section D: Terms of Office
- Pg. 5: Propose removal of Secretary position and description per proposed revision above.
- Pg. 5: Propose addition of Director of Equity and Inclusion position serving a 2-year term
- Pg. 5: Propose removal of designation that certain Board positions be tied to old or even calendar year elections
- Pg. 5: Propose addition of term “At-Large” for new Director classification

Section E: Duties
- Pg. 6: Propose removal of the Secretary position consistent with above
- Pg. 6: Propose addition of Director of Equity and Inclusion description
- Pg. 6: Propose classifying Director of Equity and Inclusion as a member of the Executive Committee
- Pg. 6: Propose statement that three of the six “At-Large” Directors must be designated for representation of the following institution types: small colleges, under-represented colleges, and community colleges.
- Pg. 7: Propose removal of the following elected positions and their descriptions: Director of Membership, Director of Education, Director of 4-Year Publics, Director of 4-Year Privates, Director of Community Colleges, Director of Diversity and Inclusion.
- Pg. 7: Propose removal of the following appointed positions and their descriptions: Conference Chair, Gehring Academy Chair.

Section F: Removal and Restriction
- Pg. 7: Propose relocation of statement on board member removal to here from Article VI. Statement enumerates actions that would call for removal.

Section G: Vacancies
- Pg. 8: Propose relocation of statement on vacancies to here from Article VI with no changes to the text.

Article VI- Policies
Section A: Policies
- Pg. 8: Propose statement that Association policies are defined in the Operating Policies and Procedures.

Article VII- Meetings
Section A: Board Meetings
- Pg. 8: Propose grammatical change from “plan” to “conduct” business of the Association.

Section B: Association Meetings
- No proposed changes

Section C: Special Meetings
- Pg. 9: Propose removal of this section.

Article VIII- Committees and Communities of Practice
No proposed changes

Article IX- Amendments
No proposed changes

Article X- Parliamentary Authority
- Pg. 9: Propose addition of the Operating Policies and Procedures to statement regarding conflict of parliamentary authority.